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Introduction
Precise Sourcing Drives Successful Talent Acquisition:  
Lower costs, increased candidate engagement, better branding
The 2015 Source of Hire report is back and more 
comprehensive than ever, covering more than 14,000  
sources, 12 million applications, 600,000 interviews, and 
almost 300,000 hires. The job market is back. And so is 
increased competition for top candidates.

The explosion of web technologies and social networks give 
talent acquisition professionals a sharp weapon to target 
and attract the best prospects. A-list candidates now have 
a wealth of channels to reach you; but so do those less 
qualified. Fortunately, talent acquisition professionals can 
more precisely target passive job seekers, typically those 
most sought after and qualified. 

The Internet gives top candidates a wealth of choices,  
while search engines give them a chance to research  
you—even before an application. Increasingly workers 
in high-demand fields—skilled trades, engineering, and 
information technology (usually the toughest to find,  
attract, and hire)—research and “shop” career brands and 
make judgments about employers just like they shop 
for electronics.

Talent acquisition is a highly complex activity, and there’s 
no single answer. Yet sourcing—finding best-fit candidates 
for planned or open positions—is absolutely one area you 
can control. Effective sourcing saves precious recruitment 
dollars, eliminates the “noise” of unqualified applicants, 
engages higher quality candidates, and reflects positively on 
your employment brand. 

SilkRoad recognizes that successful sourcing is a perennial 
concern of recruitment professionals. Our 2015 Source 
of Hire study, now in its fourth year, shares an analysis of 
millions of records extracted from companies’ applicant 
tracking software systems. Impartial and broad in scope,  
this report examines top sources in a spectrum of  
categories so that you can develop your own precise 
recruitment strategies. 

Talent Shortages Impact Sourcing

“36% of employers globally reported 
talent shortages in 2014—the highest 
percentage in 7 years. The answer 
rests with HR, the one group with the 
expertise and influence to reshape their 
companies’ talent base.”

  - Manpower Talent Shortage Survey 2014
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What’s the Data All About:  
Quantitative and Objective
Unlike other industry reports, the SilkRoad Source of Hire report uses only 
quantitative methods to analyze business data for millions of applications 
and thousands of interviews and hires. All the numbers here are based upon 
primary data—valid, untainted, and objective - extracted from SilkRoad 
Recruiting applications across the world, cleaned of personal information, 
aggregated and analyzed. While the results presented in this report exclude 
qualitative research such as surveys, personal interviews, and case studies, 
we have drawn upon industry research to put the data in context.

We believe successful talent acquisition strategies and practices depend on 
using a real numbers-driven approach. We want to help you ground your 
strategies in objective data collection and analytics. Data that can pass 
muster under C-level scrutiny. Advances in applicant tracking systems, like 
SilkRoad Recruiting, and analytics tools now enable companies to mine and 
crunch massive amounts of hard,quantitative data. These leading-edge 
technologies transform the way that companies source, identify, and  
hire talent.

Key Metrics:  
Interviews and Hires
Based on discussions and interviews with talent acquisition experts in a wide 
variety of organization, the report uses two vital benchmarks to determine 
source effectiveness: interviews and hires. 

For many organizations, interviews and hires form the starting point to 
evaluate source effectiveness. Some organizations factor in applications; 
others measure offers to candidates. With metrics in hand, recruitment 
professionals can calculate other critical measures of success, such as time 
and cost-to-hire per source. Finally, coupling these measures with other data 
on retention rates, employee productivity, and quality of hire, professionals 
ultimately gain a sharp picture of the ROI for their recruitment dollars.

Scope of the Sample Size 
The 1,200 companies that contributed data to this report ranged in size from 
as few as 100 employees to mid-market companies and large employers. 
Combined, the data gave us insight into:

∑∑ More than 12 million applications

∑∑ More than 600,000 interviews

∑∑ Almost 300,000 hires

The applicant tracking data extracted from the SilkRoad Recruiting ATS for 
this report came from 14,156 sources. The data was contributed in aggregate 
and no individual company names or numbers were used.  

PRINCIPAL DATA 
CATEGORIES:
Examples of external 
sources include: 

∑∑ Agencies

∑∑ Job board 
(branded and unspecified)

∑∑ Campus recruiting

∑∑ Job fairs

∑∑ Job search engines

Examples of internal 
sources include:

∑∑ Career websites (the job 
sections on employer/  
company websites)

∑∑ Current employees

∑∑ Employee referrals

∑∑ Former employees

∑∑ Recruiter sourced  
(employer sourcing)
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2015 Results and Analysis
The Rankings: Best Sources Overall
Employee referrals have the biggest impact on hires, followed by job 
search engines and current employees.

When it comes to getting hired, it’s evident that candidates referred by 
employees have an edge. One explanation for this finding might be that 
employees usually receive early notice when a job opens, and they tend 
to alert colleagues, who receive interviews sooner in the process—giving 
them an inside track. Moreover, when employees make a referral, they have 
knowledge of the company culture, so that the referred candidate is usually 
a good fit for the organization.

When it comes to producing interviews though, job search engines 
dominate the field. Job search engines aggregate open positions from the 
entire Web, are open to a vast audience of Internet users, tap into a broad 
talent pool, and therefore produce the highest volume of interviewees. 
Later in this report, we’ll turn the spotlight on job search engines and 
examine them in more detail. We’ll also delve deeper into other top-ranked 
sources, such as current employees, job boards and career Web sites. 

FAST FACT:
Referred workers are more 
likely to be hired and they 
experience substantially  
less turnover than  
non-referred workers.

Note that these sources are represented because they received the highest percentages. 19 other lower 
ranking sources are not represented here, therefore, these percentages do not total to 100%.
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Internal Sources Versus External Sources
Results show that external sources are more effective in 
producing interviews, as shown in the graph above. Yet, once 
an applicant has passed that initial interview stage, internal 
sources deliver more hires. Later in this report, we analyze 
internal sources more closely to provide additional insights 
into this finding.

A year-over-year examination of the results showed that the 
pattern of ranking has shifted somewhat: External sources 
made slight gains (5%) as interview sources this year. This 
result suggests that companies might have expended more 
effort or recruitment dollars on external promotion, as 
economic indicators improved. Still, the percentages for hires 
remained essentially the same as those in last year’s report.

External sources produced more interviews 
(55%) than internal sources (45%). 

However, internal sources delivered many more hires 
(61%), compared to external sources (39%). 

39%

61%
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External vs. Internal

Sources

Internal

External

55%
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External vs. Internal
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Top 10 External Sources: Indeed Leads the Pack 
The top 10 external sources were a combination of online and offline  
sources—with online ones most productive.

Among these top 10 external sources, Indeed was the 
dominant source of both interviews and hires. It produced 
nearly four times as many interviews as CareerBuilder, the 
next largest external source. Also, Indeed provided almost 
three times as many hires as the next three branded sources 
combined—CareerBuilder, LinkedIn, and Craigslist. Indeed 
showed a 7% gain as a source of hires, compared to last year.
CareerBuilder, a job board, was the second most prevalent 
source of interviews. Unspecified job boards ranked second 
as a source of hires.

A note about the category “unspecified job boards”: This 
source produced more than 20,000 interviews and 8,000 
hires. Examples of these could be job boards run by 
associations or special interest groups, e.g. “niched” boards. 
These are highly popular, particularly for specialized fields, 
such as technology, logistics, and engineering, but were 
not specifically identified in the sourcing data. Some niched 
boards also present cross-employment categories, such as 
green jobs or philanthropic positions. 
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External Online Sources:  
The Biggest Slices of Interviews and Hires

An analysis of external online and offline sources showed that online sources deliver greater 
recruitment results than offline ones. No surprise, online sources account for an extraordinary 85% 
of interviews and a notable 78% of hires among external sources. This year, online sources of hires 
increased 5% compared to last year. These findings underscore the vital role that online sources play 
in companies’ recruitment marketing mix. In further discussions, we’ll dig deeper into the variety of 
online sources such as job boards and job search engines to determine which ones provide the most 
recruitment value. 

15%

85%

External Sources
Interviews

Online

Offline

22%

78%

External Sources
Hires

Online

Offline

Image

REMINDER: 

∑∑ External online sources 
include specific job search 
engines and branded and 
unspecified job boards.

∑∑ External offline sources 
include agencies, job fairs, 
and campus recruiting.
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Internal Sources: Employee Referrals Rule
Employee referrals dominate internal sources, accounting for 39%  
of interviews and 36% of hires.  

Not only do Employee referrals rank #1 for for internal sources of hires and interviews, 
they also produced the most hires across all sources studied (job search engines 
produced the most interviews overall). Online career sites were the second most 
common source of interviews (26%). Current employees were the second most popular 
source of hires (20%), followed by career sites and recruiters, both ranked at 19%. 

The category “current employee,“ shows a willingness of organizations to interview 
current employees to fill openings possibly to develop bench strength, and avoid 
attrition by promoting from within. 
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A Closer Look at Online Sources: The Top Ten
We’ve already seen that online sources are a critical component of a recruitment marketing plan. They produced:

The following two graphs show the top 10 online recruitment sources. Of these, Indeed, a job search engine, is overwhelmingly 
the most popular source of interviews and hires. Career websites were the second most prevalent source, providing 1 out of 5 
interviews and slightly more than 1 out of 4 hires. 

This year, Indeed increased its dominance as a source of interviews and hires, compared to last year. It showed no material 
increase as a source of interviews, but saw more gains as a source of hires (8%) this year. This is possibly the result of their 
strong mobile application which enables applicants to not only submit resume information, complete applications but also to 
answer prehire qualifying questions through the app.

59% OF ALL INTERVIEWS 42% OF ALL HIRES
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Boosting Your Employment Brand: Career Web Sites
Company career websites help attract, engage, and hire the best talent. In fact, they accounted for 11% of all 
hires and 12% of all interviews according to our analysis of this year’s data. Here are examples of SilkRoad 
customers who use their career sites to leverage their employment brand and drive recruitment results:

Van Andel Institute
A leading-edge life sciences organization, Van Andel 
Institute seeks to improve the health and enhance the 
lives of generations to come through disease research 
and education. Talent acquisition in the industry is highly 
competitive, as the world’s top universities and private 
institutions vie for superstar candidates. To help attract 
the best and brightest, Van Andel Institute created an 
engaging career portal that conveys the organization’s 
strong employment brand, highlights its values, and 
presents the amenities and strong community spirit 
of its home city, Grand Rapids, Michigan. The portal’s 
rich content sets Van Andel Institute apart in a dynamic 
recruitment market for skilled professionals. 
https://vai-careers.silkroad.com/

Azusa Pacific University
Azusa Pacific University, one of the largest 
comprehensive Christian evangelical universities in the 
U.S., recognizes that hiring the right employees—faculty, 
staff, administrators, and student workers—is crucial 
to advancing the mission and values of the institution. 
To that end, APU developed a career portal, segmented 
by job category, which quickly directs candidates to 
positions that interest them. Job seekers receive a 
window into the university’s unique culture through 
attractive campus photos, a letter from the president, 
and an inviting brochure. The portal reinforces APU’s 
annual ranking as one of America’s Best Colleges by 
U.S. News & World Report. Best of all, employment 
applications have nearly tripled since the university 
implemented the career portal —giving the recruitment 
team a larger and more diverse talent pool.
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Job Boards Vs. Job Search Engines
When it comes to external online sources, job search engines greatly outperformed job 
boards. The study included dozens of job boards, but only two job search engines—Indeed and 
SimplyHired. These two job search engines provided the majority of external online recruitment 
activity—an astonishing 54% of interviews and 56% of hires. Even more impressive, Indeed and 
SimplyHired alone delivered 24% of all interviews and 16% of all hires in this study.

Given these results, it’s worth taking a close look at how the industry defines job search engines 
and job boards. They have distinct business models and functionality—differences that can affect 
your recruitment metrics and budget.

Features and Functions. Job search engines, such as Indeed and Simply Hired, are aggregators 
that give job seekers access to potentially millions of jobs from thousands of sources across the 
Web. In contrast, job boards usually offer a repository or database of searchable postings and 
resumes, the ability to apply online, and job alerts when criteria show a match. 

Pricing schemes. Job boards charge employers for posting their positions. In comparison, job 
search engines list employers’ jobs for free in their organic search results and only charge for 
additional job-seeker traffic on a pay-per-click basis, e.g. sponsorships for higher visibility in search 
rankings. So, if you buy sponsorships on a job search engine and buy postings on a job board, 
there’s the possibility that you might be bidding against the board—for a duplicate listing. 

Integration with the ATS. Most applicant tracking systems automatically post open jobs to 
job search engines, which list a multitude of sources—from job boards to search firms. If your 
company leverages a direct integration or feed of active jobs from your ATS to job search engines, 
you ensure that candidates are always looking at the most up-to-date postings and will be directed 
automatically to your career site. In contrast, if your company lacks a direct feed from your ATS to 
job search engines, you run the risk that candidates will be directed to a job board—and outdated 
postings—before being directed to your career site to apply. 

Job search engines or job boards? Which is the better choice for your organization? The numbers 
here present a compelling case for job search engines. Still, one size doesn’t fit all—every 
company’s budget and sourcing needs are different. The next section examines the pros and cons 
of job boards in more detail.
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Top 5 Branded Job Boards:  
CareerBuilder Is First
Industry experts have been digging a grave for job boards 
for several years. As a result, recruitment professionals have 
been confronted with confusing decisions about allocating 
dollars to other types of sources. But what does the research 
really show?

In reality, the SilkRoad data shows that the job boards 
are still a vital recruitment source. They account for 21% 
of all sources in this study. And, they delivered 20% of all 
interviews and 12% of all hires.

Analyzing the data for the top 5 branded job boards, we 
saw that CareerBuilder produced the greatest number of 
interviews and hires–approximately a third of all interviews 
and nearly three out of ten hires. Its rating remains 
essentially the same as in last year’s report. One possible 
explanation for its high ranking is that CareerBuilder was 
an early entrant in the online employment marketplace 20 
years ago and operates highly trafficked job boards inside 
and outside the U.S.

LinkedIn, the professional job networking site, advanced this 
year to second place as a source of hires, displacing Craigslist 
which fell to third position. LinkedIn continues to hold the 
second spot in terms of interviews. Both LinkedIn and 
Craigslist integrate community networking, social  
media, and job postings–a powerful combination for 
recruitment marketing. 

A year-over-year comparison of the data showed that 
Monster, another large job board, lost ground: It fell from 
12% to 7% as a source of interviews, and from 11% to 7% 
of hires within a year. In addition, for the first time since 
SilkRoad has produced this report, Glassdoor was ranked 
among the top 5 branded job boards, garnering 3% of 
interviews and 3% of hires.

One summary comment about job boards: The data 
showed that job boards remain an important source of 
external hires, despite any questions about their future 
relevance. The benefit of boards is that they give recruiters 
a broad talent pool, high volumes of resumes, and a door 
into professionals’ networks. The downside? They often 
produce a flood of resumes from unqualified candidates for 
recruiters to review, increasing the overall cost of postings.
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2015 Spotlight on Sources
This year’s data highlighted a few recruitment sources that will be vital in the coming year. We’ve chosen to discuss these in 
more detail because our analysis suggested they were important, or because they’ve been hotly discussed in industry media.

Social Media: Tapping Referrals, Talent Communities
Everyone’s talking about social media as the indispensable 
recruitment tool. In this report, “social” refers to websites 
that can be used for communication, networking, and sharing 
job leads. Applicant tracking systems usually distribute open 
positions automatically on social sites such as LinkedIn, 
Twitter, and Facebook.

Social recruiting can be powerful when coupled with online 
employee referral networks, such as those on company 
career portals. What’s more, companies seeking talent in 
the “connected” and technology-adept Millennial generation 
should put social sites at the top of their agendas. In high-
demand STEM fields (Science, Technology, Engineering,  
and Mathematics), specialized sites of professional 
associations are required sources for attracting hard-to-find, 
hard-to-hire candidates. 
 
This year’s data showed that LinkedIn, a business-oriented 
social site, ranked in the top 10 external online sources 
of interviews and hires and among the top 5 branded job 
boards. Other general social sites, such as Facebook and 

Twitter, yielded much smaller numbers of interviews and 
hires. However, in several cases, it was difficult to determine 
whether the source was a social source such as Twitter, 
Facebook, or Pinterest: Some companies simply chose 
general terms such as “social networking site” or “social 
media” as source classifications. Still, considering social 
recruiting’s capabilities for rich media and networking, we 
expect social sources to gain momentum in years to come.

One tip about “social” sourcing: The social landscape is 
shifting as some large popular sites, such as Facebook, seek 
to further monetize their businesses by taking more paid 
advertising. At the end of 2014, Facebook announced that the 
company was downgrading the rankings of posts that sound 
purely promotional. Other social sites are expected to follow 
suit. When using these types of sites as recruitment sources, 
it makes good sense to incorporate meaningful content into 
your posts and reduce any marketing hype.

Mobile Recruiting: Gaining Momentum
No report on recruitment marketing would be complete 
without a mention of mobile devices. They’re a “tool,” and 
not a recruitment source, but they’re everywhere—the 
billions of smartphones, laptops, and tablets in the hands 
of users worldwide. During and after the workday, job 
seekers use them to find open positions.

Industry research demonstrates that it makes good 
business sense to enable career sites for mobile users. 
A recent study by Glassdoor showed that of 1,000 
employees and job seekers, 90% planned to use their 
mobile devices for job hunting during a 12 month period; 
75% would likely use mobile for searching for jobs, and 
44% were likely to apply from a mobile device. So, if 
you are a recruiter deciding how to spend your budget, 
optimize your recruiting platform for all types of mobile 
devices. You might just gain that competitive edge.

Not all organizations track mobile users’ activity, but this 
year SilkRoad obtained some valuable data on mobile 
applications. SilkRoad’s Recruiting system is integrated 
with Indeed and passes source data from the mobile 
application called “Indeed Apply” directly to the ATS. The 
numbers tell the story: Mobile Indeed Apply produced 
30% of interviews and 18% of hires of all Indeed’s data.
 
Clearly, programmatic tracking of mobile data offers 
a high value to companies that want a sharper picture 
of job seekers’ preferences and behavior patterns. We 
predict that soon more companies will begin to track 
mobile candidates—a potential area of investigation for 
next year’s report. 
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Back to Campus: Recruiting Continues to Rebound
In a sign that campus recruiting is rebounding, employers 
continue to tighten relationships with college campuses 
through programs such as mentorships to reach students 
early and ensure a ready pool of new candidates among 
graduates. While many majors go un-recruited, grads with 
high-demand majors such as business, engineering, and 
information sciences, enjoy strong competition for their 
talents. New graduates in those fields will likely hold out  
for better salaries, work environments, and opportunities  
for advancement.

SilkRoad data showed that campus recruiting ranked as 
the fourth largest external source of hires. A year-over-year 
analysis of this source underscored its importance: This year, 
the number of campus hires rose slightly, compared to last 
year. However, the number of campus interviews increased 
by 230% over a year’s time. It’s clear that recruiters are more 
aggressively interviewing prospective graduates on  
campus again.

FAST FACT: 

∑∑ This year the number 
of campus interviewees 
increased by a whopping 
230%, compared to last year.

∑∑ Employers plan to hire  
7.5% percent more new 
college graduates from the 
Class of 2015 for their U.S. 
and international operations 
than they did from the  
Class of 2014.

Source: 2014, 2015 Source of Hire Report Data Analysis

Source: National Association of Colleges and Employers, 
2015 Job Outlook Report
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Revisit Your Sourcing Strategy
No area of recruiting is as volatile as sourcing. Adept recruitment professionals 
understand that company goals change, acquisitions or downsizings modify 
workforce plans, and new recruitment channels emerge to displace other sources. 
Glassdoor, an excellent example of a source that did not rank in previous years, 
emerged this year among the 10 top online sources of interviews and hires. For all 
these reasons, savvy professionals review and adjust their companies’ sourcing 
strategies regularly.

Moreover, there’s no “one size fi ts all” approach to sourcing. What’s right for one 
company or industry might not be right for another, given the spectrum of global 
employment markets and media. That’s why each organization must systematically 
track and evaluate its recruitment marketing data and metrics—and adapt its 
sourcing strategy to produce an acceptable ROI for its dollars.

Last but not least, there’s no room for loyalty to outdated strategies or agencies 
that don’t deliver. Recruitment professionals must take a hard-nosed view of their 
sourcing data and communicate their fi ndings throughout their organizations, 
especially to the C-suite. Only then will they demonstrate their strategic infl uence 
and achieve the results that their companies demand from recruitment eff orts. 
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Conclusion: SilkRoad’s Top 10 Findings

 Interviews and Hires are Companies’ Benchmarks
 SilkRoad customers agreed that interviews and hires are the two fundamental metrics they use to evaluate  
 source effectiveness.

 Internal Sources Dominate External Ones for Hires 
 Though external sources provide more interviews, internal sources produced more hires. Year over year the pattern   
 of ranking has shifted slightly: Our findings showed that external sources provided more interviews than last year.
 Results suggest that companies might have expended more effort or recruitment dollars on external promotion, as   
 economic indicators improved.

 Online Sources Outstrip Offline Ones for External Sources
 Online sources delivered a remarkable 85% of interviews and a hefty 78% of hires for external sources. 

 Indeed Leads the Pack of External Sources
 Indeed is the top external source of interviews and hires. Indeed yielded nearly four times as many interviews as   
 CareerBuilder, the next largest external source. Also, Indeed provided almost three times as many hires as the next   
 three branded sources combined—CareerBuilder, LinkedIn, and Craigslist.

 Employee Referrals Rule among Internal Sources
 Of all the internal sources, employee referrals predominate, accounting for more than one in three interviews 
 and one in three hires. 

 Career Websites are #2 in Producing Interviews—for Internal Sources
 Of all the internal sources, career websites were the second most prevalent source of interviews. Career sites tied   
 with recruiters as the third most common source of hires—ranking below employee referrals and current employees. 

 Indeed Tops Online Sources 
 Of all online sources—internal and external—Indeed provided the greatest number of interviews and hires. Indeed   
 provided 10% more hires and 20% more interviews than the next source: Career Websites.

 Job Search Engines Outperform Job Boards
 A close examination of job search engines and job boards showed that job search engines actually outstrip job   
 boards. The study included dozens of job boards, but only two job search engines—Indeed and Simply Hired. These   
 two job search engines provided the majority of recruitment activity—54% of external online interviews and 56% of   
 external online hires. 

 Job Search Engines Beat All Online External Sources
 Not only did job search engines beat job boards, they were the best online external source in this study. Job search   
 engines provided the majority of interviews and hires. 

 CareerBuilder is First Among Branded Job Boards 
 Of the top 5 branded job boards, CareerBuilder was the chief source, providing approximately a third of all interviews   
 and nearly three out of ten hires. LinkedIn advanced this year to second place as a source of hires, displacing Craigslist  
 which fell to third position. LinkedIn continues to hold the second spot in terms of interviews. 
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Appendix
Tracking for Meaningful Metrics: How the ATS Operates 
This report is based on the data collected from 
1,200 employers via their automated source tracking 
systems. However, it’s important to note how these 
systems work and why companies might choose to 
track recruitment data differently. 

Applicant tracking systems (ATS) interoperate with 
recruitment advertising sources to ensure that 
automated tracking works. In most cases for online 
sources, the source site needs to pass along a value 
in the job URL that identifies the source. When this 
is done effectively, the option for candidate self-
selection is removed, eliminating questions such as 
“Where did you first learn about this position?” The 
source is “passed” into the ATS automatically, so that 
the source data is more valid and objective. 

The data presented in this report was obtained from 
the SilkRoad Recruiting ATS in exactly this manner. The 
SilkRoad ATS works directly with recruitment sources 
to support accurate tracking: It provides URL tracking 
values to sources for each job feed whenever that is 
possible. The benefits are:

∑∑ More precise recruitment source data

∑∑ More valid data to measure sourcing   
 effectiveness

∑∑ A speedier application experience for  
 the job seeker

Business decisions can also influence the ways in 
which companies track sources. Even when an ATS 
provides automated source tracking, some employers 
might not leverage its full capabilities. For example, 
organizations may omit tracking a data element, such 
as interviews, because they do not consider them 
a critical piece of their talent acquisition strategy. 
Although the applicant tracking system continues to 
operate properly and support recruiting and hiring 
efforts, the company chose to exclude tracking for 
the interview stage of the process. Still, if interview 
source data is required for multiple purposes, such as 
recruitment budgeting and compliance, the failure to 
measure interviews does not benefit HR leaders. 

Best practices must also be used in classifying source 
data if companies are to gain real business intelligence 
from it. For example, sometimes data elements are 
coded so generally as to be unusable. Our analysis of 
this year’s customer data showed that a surprising 
number of interviews and hires were attributed to 
“Other.” In this case, the employer might not have 
kept up with the expanding variety of sources, and so 
offered “Other” to candidates as a fallback choice from 
a drop-down list. Clearly, this is not the best approach 
for employers who want well-defined benchmarks and 
precise data about sources. 

 Talent Acquisition Strategies in Transition

 58 percent of executives say they are “currently revamping” (31 percent)  
or “considering changes” (27 percent) to their talent sourcing and  
recruiting strategies. 

Source: Talent Acquisition Revisited Survey, Lisa Barry, Udo Bohdal-Spiegelhoff,  
Robin Erickson & Kim Lamoureux, Deloitte University Press, March 2014
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